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Abstract 

A network created from so called commodity hardware can effectively and affordably be used for high performance computing. Major 
attraction from such networks is cost-effectiveness due to efficient utilization of existing hardware. By combining processing powers of 
many scattered workstations, a large computational problem can be solved within desirable time constraint, which is comparable to that of a 
proprietary or dedicated parallel computer. Popularly such systems are known as Cluster or Network of Workstations (NOWs). Among the 
fastest computers in the world, many of them have been developed by using the same technology.  In this paper, we evaluate performance of 
parallel applications on cluster of nodes having different computing powers in terms of hardware attributes/parameters. We also investigates 
impact on execution time after running parallel application on selected favorable nodes, in terms of computing power and compare it with 
performance of application executed on random nodes. 
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1. Introduction 

A distributed computing system is a collection of processors interconnected by a communication network in 
which each processor has its own local memory and other peripherals, and the communication between any two 
processors of the system takes place using  message passing technique over the communication network. 
Together, a processor and its resources are usually referred to as node or site or machine or workstation of the 
distributed computing system. 

In contrast to the parallel systems (tightly coupled), the processors of distributed computing systems (loosely 
coupled) can be geographically distributed  to cover a wider area. In parallel systems, the number of processors 
is usually small and limited by the bandwidth of the shared memory. On the other hand,  distributed computing 
systems can be easily expanded and can have an almost unlimited number of processors.  If we consider Flynn’s 
classification of parallel computing, as shown in Fig. 1, all  architectures except MIMD  have given better 
performance in their contemporary time [2,3]. But nowadays almost all popular distributed systems are based on 
MIMD architecture. Network of Workstations (NOWs) fall under distributed memory of MIMD architecture. 

2. Related Work 

Load distribution is key issue in exploiting resources in a cluster. Various techniques have been considered in 
the literature for load distribution among workstations of a cluster. Some applications evenly distributes the load 
among workstations with job migration that occurs only at the end of predefined intervals [4]. But even 
distribution of tasks among workstations always leads  to much variation in completion time at different 
processors due to varying computing capabilities. Performance of Dual Core and Core 2 Duo Processor was 
studied by various computer scientist for object oriented programming [6]. Some changes in the programming 
language are suggested to exploit processing power, which require huge efforts. An I/O-aware load balancing 
scheme has been proposed  to improve overall performance of a distributed system by [5]. In addition to provide 
a remedy for I/O load imbalance on nodes, the scheme also keeps track of CPU and memory load sharing. But 
this is achieved at a very high communication cost. [1] studies impact of running a parallel program on a 
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network of workstations and associated delays to interactive users. Immediate job migration is suggested to 
provide relief to sequential programmer, which require preemptive job migration strategy and high 
communication cost. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Load distribution scheme 

In NOWs,  a parallel application is run by distributing processing tasks among the processors. In almost all load 
distribution techniques found in literature, processing tasks are distributed  among processors randomly, i.e., 
without considering the computing capability of individual workstations. The impact on execution time due to 
varying computing powers of  workstations was previously studied by the authors[7]. It was observed that 
workstation’s hardware parameters like  clock speed of processor, cache memory, primary memory, hard drive 
capacity and RPM etc. contribute to variation in execution time of application. In the present paper, we prepare 
hardware profile of workstations, as shown in Table 1, and analyze impact on execution time by running a 
parallel application on different combination of workstations. 

Table 1: Hardware profile of workstations 

Node 
No. 

Processor 
Cache 
Memory 

Front       
Side Bus 

RAM 
Hard Disk Drive 

Capacity RPM 

1 Intel  P-4  2.0 GHz 512 KB 400 MHz 128 MB 40 GB 5400 

2 Intel  P-4  2.4 GHz 1 MB 533 MHz 256 MB 40 GB 5400 

3 Intel P-4 HT 2.8 GHz 1 MB 800 MHz 256 MB 80 GB 5400 

4 Intel P-4 HT 2.8 GHz 1 MB 800 MHz 1 GB 160 GB 7200 

5 Intel Dual Core 2.0 GHz 1 MB 800 MHz 512 MB 80 GB 5400 

6 Intel Dual Core 2.0 GHz 1 MB 800 MHz 1 GB 160 GB 7200 

7 Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz 2 MB 800 MHz 2 GB 320 GB 5400 

8 Intel Core 2 Duo 2.93 GHz 2 MB 1066 MHz 2 GB 500 GB 7200 

3.2. Cluster  environment 

We performed the experiments on cluster of eight nodes having different computing power,  connected with a 
ethernet 10/100 IEEE  802.3 switch, as shown in Table 1. To run  parallel application on the  cluster, a Message 
Passing Interface (MPI) Library is needed to establish point-to-point and collective communication among the 
processors. We use MPICH2, a open MPI library, for running our applications. MPICH2 is a high performance 
implementation of the message passing interface standard : MPI-2. We solve problem of numerical integration 
by ‘Trapezoidal Rule of Integration’ by running parallel program on the cluster. 

 
Fig. 1 :  NOWs  fall under MIMD architecture 
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3.3. Trapezoidal rule 

The general problem of numerical integration is to find an approximate value of the integral  
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Evaluating each of the integrals on the right hand side of (2) by the trapezoidal rule, we get 
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4. Experimental  Results 

We form different groups of five nodes out of eight nodes, as shown in Table 2, to compare the performance of 
each group. Some groups consist of nodes having more computing power than all other nodes and some groups 
consist of nodes having less computing power than all other nodes. A combination of both types (more powerful 
and less powerful) of nodes are kept in remaining groups.  

Table 2 : Combination of  Nodes in Different Groups 

Group Id. Nodes in Group 

G 1 Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 

G 2 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 

G 3 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 6 Node 7 

G 4 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 Node 7 

G 5 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 7 Node 8 

G 6 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 Node 7 Node 8 

 
We run the parallel program for Trapezoidal Rule many times on each group separately  and  find the mean 

execution time as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 : Execution Time for Different Groups 

Group Id. G 1 G 2 G 3 G4 G 5 G 6 

Execution 
Time (ms) 

374 352 339 304 287 260 

 
We observe that the execution time is decreasing for the groups  with the nodes having higher computing 

powers, as shown in the Fig. 2. 
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5. Conclusion 

The analysis of experimental results shows that the performance of a parallel application over a  cluster 
improves, if different tasks are assigned to nodes having higher computing power rather than simply distributing 
tasks to random nodes. If nodes having higher computing powers are busy than tasks should be assigned to 
nodes in decreasing order of their computing power. In our future research, we shall consider development of 
algorithms to incorporate hardware parameters describing the  computing power of a node and distribute the 
load towards the favorable nodes to minimize the overall response time of an application. 
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Fig. 2 :  Comparative Execution Times for Different Groups. 
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